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Modeling Temperatures in High Speed Compressors for the Purpose of Gas 
Pulsation and Valve Loss Modelling 
Zheji Liu, Gillduate Research Assistant Werner Soedel, Professor of Mechanical Engineering Ray W. Herrick Laboratories School of Mechanical Engineering 
Purdue Univenity 
West Lafayette, IN 479fJl 
ABSTRACT The effects of compressor speed variation on the heat transfer inside a speed controlled compressor were investigated in this study. Based on the lumped capacitance ntethod, the temperatures of the compressor components, the oil, and the refrigerant gas within the shell were modeled and simulated on a relative scale. A diffenmt heat transfer coefficient correlation was developed to evaluate the convcctive heat transfer rate between the compressor cylinder wall arid the gas inside it. The refrigerant gas mass loss at different compressor speeds and how the compressor speed affects the suction gas heating were discussed 
I. Introduction Power is consumed in each compression cycle to increase the enthalpy of gas through the compression performed by the piston inside the compressor cylinder. Cool gas enters the cylinder, and then leaves the cylinder at a much higher te!IlpCrllture. Hot gas circulateS inside the hCI'IIICtic shell and warms up other components in the shell. In addition, because of friction losses and IDOIDl' losses, mechanical energy and electrical energy are convened into thermal energy, which can be CODllidered as heat sources supplying energy to compm~sor parts. Acc:on;ling to the heat tnnsfer modes, the~ heat transfer inside the compressor system can be classified as: convection due to gu and oil circulation, conduction between the connected components; and radiation &om imemal CODJpODeDts to the shell and from the shell to the surrowxfings. Of the overall heat exchange of the compressor system. .tbe heat ausfer of moat eoocem happens in me suction side of the compressor. F!'OD1 the mon:aent when gu cmas the~ until the gas is lnlpped in the cyliDder vol~JD~e ami c:mnpressiou is about to stet. dlc ps · y picks up heat from the suction passage and the cylinder wall. which is called saction. ps bca1:iDJ. Because of suction gas heating, the gas expands and its density is dec:mued.. Sinec the vOlume of the suction chamber is fixed, the lighter gas means less mus ts pumped. and, therefore, volumetric losses occur without rcclucing the amount of energy required far~ The heat transfer zate between the compressor cylinder walland the pa ia one of the fiiC1ml which affects the thC!DlOdynamic ~ses inside the cylinder. Therefore, the heat tniDSMr bctwccn the cylinder wall and the gas during both the expansion and the compression pMCess needs to be studied. The heat transferred between the cylinder wall and the gas bas effectS on the COJ:DpreSsor power consWDption and discharge temperatUl'l:. However, the study of the heat transfer in the cot~:~pm~sar cylmder and the suction passage can nor be isolated. The temperatures of the cylinder wall and the SUCtion passage are needed to determine the heat flow zate in these regions. Since heat flows hom one compressor component to ariothcr, the temperatures of these components arc interaCtively related and have to be solved simultaneously. So, the ove!'all heat transfer model is indispensable. The compressor shaft rotation speed also affects the heat transfer both in the cylinder and in the suction passage. Intuitively, the faster compressor speed would mean less time for heat transferring to the gas from the suction passage and the cylinder wall, and therefore reducing the effects of suction gas heating. However, the increase of compressor speed also causes more power wasted into heat through friction and motor losses per unit time, and in the same time, causes larger convective heat transfer coefficients due to faster gas flow, so the heat tmnsfer is elevated. from this point of v!ew. The net effect of the speed variation on heat lnlDSfer is very complicated and can only be determined by rcsoning to the computer simulation. 
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2. The Lumped Capacitance Method 
The temperature distribution inside the compressor system is v
ery complicated. Even in a 
single component, for example, the cylinder case, the temperatur
e could be different from one place to 
another. It is beyond the scope of this research to Study the sp
atial temperature distributions of the 
compressor components. 
Based on the consideration that the spatial fluctuations of the tem
peratures are relatively small, 
comparing with the average temperatures of the solids, it is assumed th
at the temperature in each solid 
and oil is spatially uniform ar any instant during the transien
t process. This is called the lumped 
capacitance method [1]. It implies that tempet'llture gradients within the solid and t
he oil are negligible. 
Using the lumped capacitance method, uniform temperatures are assigned
 to the compressor 
components, as shown in Figure 1, and are described as follows: 
T oomp = ·Bulk temperature of the compressor and the rotor, combi
ning the cylinder case, the 
vane, the roller, the shaft, and the motor rotor as one lumped mass. 
Bulk temperature of the oil. 
Tpipc2 
Taccu 
Bulk temperature of the lower part of the shell, or or' the shell
 section below the oil 
level. 
Bulk temperature of the upper shell and the stator, combining th
e shell section above 
the oil level and the motor stator as one lumped mass. 
Bulk temperature of the suction pipe segment exposed to the out
side, located between 
the compressor shell and the accumulator. 
Bulk temperature of the accumulator and the suction pipe
 segment inside the 
accumulator, which are considered as one lumped mass. 
. 3. Heat Transfer in the Suction Passage 
The suction passage of the rolling piston rotary compressor is actua
lly a circular pipe, as 
shown in Figure 2. The convection heat transfer coefficient for turbu
lent flow in a uniformly circular . 
pipe is [1] 
(1) 
where k is the thermal conductivity of the gas inside the pipe, Dis the d
iameter of the pipe, Reo is the 
Reynolds number of the gas, and Pr is the Prandtl number of the gas. 
The average value of the Reynolds number Reo for flow in the circular pipe is [!] 
(2) 
where m, •• is the average mass flow rate of the suction gas during the suc
tion process, and 1J. is the 
dynamic viscosity of the gas. 
If the whole suction pipe is divided into three segments as show
n in Figure 2, then, according 
to Section 2, the temperatures of the three segments of the pip
e are respectively T a=~• T p;pa. and 
T comp· Applying the principle of energy conservation to eilch
 of the gas control volume inside the 




where L1, ~. and ~ are the lengths of the tluee segm
ents of the pipe, c;, is the constant pressure 
specific heat of the gas, T. is the temperature of the gas entering th
e suction pipe, Tst and T,a are the 
down stream gas temperatures of the control volume 1 and the 
control voluroe 2, as shown in Figure 
2, and T •3 is the temperature of the gas entering the cylinder-
volume. 
The. component temperature T_.., Tplpel• and Tcomp will be ca
lculated in SectionS. When 
they are known, the gas temperature T.1• T.2• and Ts3 can bC solved from 
Equations (3)-(5). 
4. Heat Transfer Between the Cylinder and the Gas Within it 
The instantaneous heat transfer between the compressor cylinde
r walls and the gas within the 
cylinder is due to the turbulent motion of the gas relative to the walls. The
 velocity of the gas consists 
of two comuonents 121. The first comuonent is due to the motion of the com
pressor cylinder volumes . 
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relative to the cylinder walls. The second one is th~ sq~shing v~locir;y c!lused ~y the ~ylinder volu~e geomeuy change. However, the squishing veloctr;y ts very difficult,. tf no~ 1J?lposs1ble, to predtct, because of the complex configuration of the cylinder volume a~d _nsvanatu?n fro~ one type of compressor to another. Therefore, modeling the heat transfer u:st~e the c:rbnder ls_much more difficult than that inside the suction pipe. Not Uke ~e heat transfer tnside th~ p1pe, there ts no g~eral and accurate formula or correlation for the convecuon heat transfer coeffiCient between the cyhnder walls and the gas in the cylinder of a rolling piston rotary ~ssor. 
. 
A fair amount of work has been done on the prediction -of the heat transfer between cyhnder walls and the gas inside a cylinder. Adair [3] is the fll'St one who investigated the instantanco'!s heat transfer between the cylinder and the gas within a reciprocating compressor. He presented hts heat transfer coefficient correlation as follows 
he; 0.053 ~ Reo.s Pr0-6 
. 
_ 6 cylindc:! volume 




where p is the density of gas, cog is the characteristic angular velocir;y. However, Recktenwald's results (4] cast considerable doubt on the validir;y of the heat transfer correlation obtain~ by Adair. By using the so called multinode model, he found that the heat tr11l1Sfer rate between the cyllnder walls and the gas within the cylinder of a reciprocating compressor is an order of magnitude larger than that predicted by the Adair correlation. Yanagisawa [5] applied both the Adair correlation and the McAdams correJation to the heat transfer between the cylinder walls and the gas in the cylinder of a rolling piston rotaxy compressor. The McAdams correlation was first used by Atesmen [2] on the rotary combustion engine. It is expressed as_ 
(9) where Dh is the instantaneous hydraulic diameter of the combustion chamber. In the combustion chamber of the rotuy engine, the fuel-air mixture velocity relative to the housing is more complicated than the gas velocity in the compressor cylinder. BesideSlhe velocity component due to the motion of the chamber relative to the housing and the squishing velocity component caused by the changing chamber geometry, there is a thinl. velocir;y componC)tt induced by the expanding combustion products in between the flame fronts. Therefore, the effective fuel-air mixture velocir;y Atesmen used in the McAdams correlation is three times the velocity of the chamber relative to the rotary combustion engine housing. Without any modification, Yanagisawa borrowed the above correlatiOii. for the rolling piston rotary compressor, although the gas velocir;y in the compressor cylinder does not consist of the component of flame front velocir;y as in the rotazy combustion engine. He adopted 
k (u~)o.s( )04 he:= 0.023 'D;; V ~ . (10) 
0.,:;: r1 :::cylinder radius (11) 
(12) where v is the kinematic viscosir;y, 1C is the thermal diffusivir;y, Q) is the angular vclocir;y of the compressor shaft, and u is the effective velocir;y of the gas. The Adair correlation was developed for the reciprocating com~ssor whose geomeo:y is quite different from that of the rolling pistQI1 rotary com~ressor. The McAdmns correlation is primarily for the heat transfer between a pipe and the fluid Wltbin it, and does not reflect the effect of the curved geometry of the rolling piston rotary compressor cylinder volume on the heat transfer. Therefore, a different heat transfer coefficient cortelation is used in this study. Since the crescent shaped volume inside the rolling piston rotary compressor is similar to a spiral tube with :rectangular cross section, the convection heat transfer conelation for curved channels Of rectangular cross section [ 6) is applied to the heat transfer inside the rolling piston l'OtU)' comp:ressor cylinder. The correlation is 
h0::: 0.025!.. Re0·8 Pr0'4 (to+ 1.77 ~) Dh r,.. (13) where r ••• is the average value of the cylinder radius r1 and the roller nu:lius r2. As the compressor shaft rotates, the cylinder volume geometry is changing, so is the hydraulic diameter Dh. Since the physical propenies of the gas, such as densir;y, thermal conductivity, and dynamical yisco~i!_Y. are _a,ll 
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functions of the pressure and the temperature in the cyli
nder, the instantaneous value of Reynolds 
number Re and that of Prandtl number Pr are all changing 
from one location of the cylinder volume to 
another. 
The gas velocity is a very imponant facror of the heat lransfer 
coefficienL As mentioned in the 
beginning of this section, the velocity of the gas inside the rolling p
iston rotary compressor cylinder is 
l11lldc up of two components. As predicted by Atemlcn, t
he relative magnitude of the velocity 
component due to the motion of the cylinder volume relativ
e to the cylinder is of the same ortler as the 
squishing velocity component caused by the cylinder volume g
eometry change. So, It is assumed that 
the chaiacterisdc velocity of the gas is 
u=2ror1 (14) 
The instantaneous value of the' hydraD]ic diameter Dt, of the crescent 
shaped cylinder volume is 
~=~ Ae(a.) (15) 
where the cylinder volume V(cx) and the volume sutface area ~(a
) can be calculated by using the 
geometrical relations of the compressor. 
Using the above charactcrislic velocity and the hydraulic
 diameter, the Reynolds number is 
obtained as p u Dt. 
Re = """'j:L"" (16) 
and the Prandtl number can be calculated by the relation Pr ~ = k (17) 
Finally, the heat lrllnsfer rate from the cylinder walls to
 the gas inside the cylinder can be 
expressed as 
· 
Q=hc Aia) (Toomp -T) 
k o.a 0.4 ( Dt. r 
= 0.025 n Re Pr 1.0 + 1.77 - 0(11) (Tcomp -T) 
-h rave. 
(18) 
5. Governing Equations of the Compressor Syste
m Temperatures 
The temperatures of some compressor components, such
 as the cylinder temperature, and the 
temperatures of the three segments of the suction pipe, 
are needed in detcnnining the heat transfer 
both in the cylinder and in the suction passage. As m
entioned in Section 1, all the compressor 
component temperatures must be solved simultaneOusly
, because they~ coupled to each other 
through the heat flowing between them. 
Thus, the presented results are based on the lumped capac
itance method introduced in Section 
2 and the following assumptions: 
0) The heat lransfer induced by oil citculation throughout the comp
ressor system is 
negleaed. -
(2) The tnator losses is considered as a beat source inside the sta
tor, or the upper shell-stator 
lumped mass. 
(3) Friction losses are considcted as a heat source inside the co
mpressor cylinder, or the 
compressor-rotor lumped nmss. 
(4) An average heat transfer coefficient is used for the overall co
nvection heat transfer 
between the gas inside the shell and the compressor compo
nents. 
(5) The properties of the gas inside the shell, such as te
mperature, pressure, etc., ~ 
uniform, as they are inside the cylinder. 
( 6) Ideal gas relations are applicable to the gas inside the shell. 
The heat flow diagrwn [7] of the compressor system is shown
 in Figure 2. The bulk temperatures of 
the lumped mass were def'med in Section 2, and the rest o









Temperature of the ambient surrounding the compressor sh
ell 
= Bulk temperature of the refrigerant gas inside the shell.
 
Average thermal resistance between the oil and the lower part
 of the shell 
Average thermal resistance between the oil and the compresso
r. 
Average thennal resistance between the lower shell and the c
ompressor. 
= Average thermal resistance between the upper shell a
nd lower shell 
"' Average thermal radiative resistance between the upper
 shell-stator lumped mass and 
the compressor-rotor lumped mass. 
Average thetmal convective resistance between the ga
s inside the shell and the 
compressor-rotor lumped mass. 
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Average thermal resistance between the oil and the upper shell-stator lumped mass due to the faCE that part of the windings in the stator is immersed in the oil. Average thennal convective resistance between the gas inside the shell and the oil. 
= Average thermal convective resistance between the gas inside the shell and the upper 
shell-stator lumped mass. 
Average !henna! resistance between the upper shell and the accumulator. Average thennal resistance between the outside surface of the lower shell and the surrounding medium. 
· 
· Average thennal resistance between the outside surface of the upper shell and the 
surrounding medium. 
Average thermal resistance between the lower shell and the suction pipe segment 
exposed to the outside, located between the compressor shell and the accumulator. Average thermal resistance between the compressor and the suction pipe segment 
exposed to the outside. 
Average thennal resistance between the suction pipe segment exposed to the outside 
and the surrounding medium. 
~ Average thermal resistance between the suction pipe segment exposed to the outside 
and the accumulator. 
Average thermal resistance between the accumulator and the stUTOunding medium. 
Rate of heat released by the compressor motOr. 
Average heat flow rate from the compressor cylinder walls to the gas inside the 
cylinder. 







Rate of heat picked up by the gas from the pipe segment 1, as shown in Figure 2, 
when the gas flows through the suction passage. 
Rate of heat picked up by the gas from the pipe segment 2, as shown in Figure 2, 
when the gas flows through the suction passage. 
Rate of heat picked up by the gas from the pipe segment 3, as shown in Figure 2, when the gas flows through the suction passage. Thermal capacity of the compressor-rotor lumped mass. 
Thermal capacity of the oiL 
Thermal capacity of the lower shell. 
Thermal capacity of the upper shell-stator lumped mass. 
Thermal capacity of the suction pipe segment exposed to the outside. Thermal capacity of the accumulator and the suction pipe segment inside the accumulator. 
Thermal capacity of the gas inside the shell. 
m2 Mass flow rate of the gas exiting the shell. 
h2 Enthalpy of the gas exiting the shelL 















Specific heat of steel 
= Specific heat of the oil 
Mass of the compressor and the rotor 
Mass of the oil · 
Mass of the lower shell 
rnshellu· Mass of the upper shell and the swor 
mpipe2 = Mass of the suction pipe segment exposed to the outside 
Mass of the accumulator, including that of the suction pipe segment inside the · 
accumulator 
maccu 
The mass of the gas inside the shell is not a constant during the transient process. Its rate of 
change is d . . 
dt(ml..> "' m,ve ~ m2 (25) 
Applying the principle of energy conservation to the gas inside the shell yields 
(26) 
or 
..!!_(Tgas)= 1 [ Txu-Tshellu_ T, .. -Tcemp 
dt Cvsos m8.. ~ ~ 
T, .. -Toil . . ] 
- Rs + m,ve<ho - Cvsos Taos) - m2 T 111(cpgu- ey801) (27) 
where C,.xas is the constant pn:ssure specific heat of the gas inside the shell, ev, .. is constant volwne 
specific heat of the gas inside the shell, and Msu is instantaneous mass of the gas inside the shell. 
The heat rate released by the t110tor, Q.,., depends on the efficiency of the motor. It is 
expressed as 
(28) 
where 11motor is the motor efficiency, and Wm. is the power input to the motor. Both of them are 
usually given. 
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Without studying the friction in the compressor in detail, the heat rate generated by friction can be approximated by the following relation 
Otn01ion"" (1- Tlmec:n) TlmolerWin (29) 
where Tlmoc~~ is the mechanical efficiency of the compressor. It can be empirically detemlined. The heat transfer rates from the suction pipe segments to the suction gas, 
Oplpcl• Oplp•l• and Opipo3• are respectively the terms on the left sides of Equations (3)-(5), which have been determined in Section 3. , 
Equation (19)-(25) and Equation (27) fonn a group of fll'St order differential equations. The temperatures of the compressor system can be obtained by numerically solving those equations. 
6. Results and Conclusions 
Typical outputs are plotted in Figures 4-6. Three interpretations can be obtained from Figure 4. Firstly, the temperatures of the compressor-rotor lumped mass, the oil, the lower shell, the upper shell-stator lumped mass, and the shell gas go up with the increase of the compressor shaft rotation speed. Since the piston work required to complete one cycle does no change much, it follows that the faster the compressor shaft rotates, the more power is consumed, and the more energy is converted to hear per unit time for the given motor efficiency and mechanical efficiency factors. Secondly. the temperature of the upper shell-stator lumped mass is higher than that of the shell gas at high rotation 
speeds. This suggests that the refrigen~~~t gas worts as a kind of coolant for the motor. Thirdly, at higher speed, the transient process of the compressor system temperatures converges to steady state faster in time. 
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